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HellermannTyton T50ROSEC4B
Edge Fastening 1 to 3mm - Pack of
500
Product Images Product Code: R02-1966
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Short Description

These cable tie and EdgeClip assemblies are ideal for use where holes are not acceptable or where due
to temperature problems adhesives will fail.

These assemblies are widely used for fixing and bundling cables, pipes and hoses within the automotive
industry, harness making, panel building and electrical industry.

These two piece assemblies simply push onto an edge with thicknesses from 1.0 to 3.0mm. The high
'pull off' forces are due to the integrated metal clamp. Different Edge Clip variations are available. One
version allows for cables to run parallel to the edge, whilst another allows for installation at 90 degrees
to the edge. The clip is simply pushed on by hand and held firmly in place by the integrated metal clamp.
No fixing hole is necessary. Combined with the outside serrated (OS) ties, specially designed to protect
cables from chafing and wear, the Edge Clip family provides an excellent fastening solution.

Foot Part Polyamide 6.6, UV-resistant (PA66W)
Material Polyamide 6.6, UV-resistant (PA66W)
Pack Size 500pcs.
Variant Outside Serrated

ELV compliant Dir. Art. 4 (2) YES
Flammability UL 94 V2
Operating Temperature - °C -40 °C to +85 °C, (+105 °C, 500 h)
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Top fixing for edges 1.0 to 3.0mm thickness.

HellermannTyton Art.-No. 156-01154 | T50ROSEC4B-PA66W-BK

Description

These cable tie and EdgeClip assemblies are ideal for use where holes are not acceptable or where due
to temperature problems adhesives will fail.

These assemblies are widely used for fixing and bundling cables, pipes and hoses within the automotive
industry, harness making, panel building and electrical industry.

These two piece assemblies simply push onto an edge with thicknesses from 1.0 to 3.0mm. The high
'pull off' forces are due to the integrated metal clamp. Different Edge Clip variations are available. One
version allows for cables to run parallel to the edge, whilst another allows for installation at 90 degrees
to the edge. The clip is simply pushed on by hand and held firmly in place by the integrated metal clamp.
No fixing hole is necessary. Combined with the outside serrated (OS) ties, specially designed to protect
cables from chafing and wear, the Edge Clip family provides an excellent fastening solution.

Foot Part Polyamide 6.6, UV-resistant (PA66W)
Material Polyamide 6.6, UV-resistant (PA66W)
Pack Size 500pcs.
Variant Outside Serrated

ELV compliant Dir. Art. 4 (2) YES
Flammability UL 94 V2
Operating Temperature - °C -40 °C to +85 °C, (+105 °C, 500 h)

Top fixing for edges 1.0 to 3.0mm thickness.

HellermannTyton Art.-No. 156-01154 | T50ROSEC4B-PA66W-BK
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